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The Circumflex Advancement in Prekmurje
Slovenian and Bednja Kajkavian
Summary: The circumflex advancement is usually dated after the loss of the weak
jers. However, this chronology has been questioned by Vermeer (1979) and Greenberg (1992, 1993), who claim the opposite: that the weak jers were lost after the
advancement. They further propose the “non-advancement rule”, by which the
circumflex does not advance if a weak jer follows. Their evidence comes almost
exclusively from the l-participles of the accentual paradigm c, which have the
initial accent in the two dialects. The article presents new data that argue against
this proposal. It is shown that the circumflex regularly advances in words outside
the category of l-participles despite the presence of a subsequent weak jer. Moreover, a new explanation is given for the initial accent in l-participles that better
captures the data.
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1 Introduction
Circumflex advancement is, according to Rigler (1986), one of the rare Common
Slovenian (Comm. Slov.) phenomena that can distinguish Slovenian from Kajkavian. The advancement is usually dated after the loss of the weak jers (Ramovš
1995) on the basis of examples such as Comm. Slov. nom. sg. nohȃt for PSl.
*nȍgъtь vs. Comm. Slov. gen. sg. nohtȃ instead of **nohȃta for PSl. *nȍgъti.1 This
chronology, however, has been questioned by Greenberg (1992, 1993), who proposes that the weak jers still survived at the time of advancement, at least in the
Prekmurje dialect. Moreover, Greenberg (1992, 1993) claims that no advancement

1 For a recent discussion on the circumflex advancement in Slovenian, see Pronk (2011) and Šekli
(2013).
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occurred at all when the circumflex was followed by a weak jer. He draws
evidence for this claim from Vermeer’s (1979) discussion of Bednja (Bed.) Kajkavian, where the rule for non-advancement of a circumflex preceding a weak jer
was first observed and described.
Vermeer (1979) proposes a rule for the Bednja local dialect whereby an old
circumflex is not advanced if it is immediately followed by a jer in weak position,
e.g. Bed. nȃobrol2 < PSl. *nȃ-bьralъ, zȃozvol < *sъ̏-zъvalъ vs. pečȃl < *pȍ-čęlъ,
zopȇr < *zȃ-pьrlъ (examples from Jedvaj 1956); Greenberg (1992, 1993) extends this
rule to the Prekmurje (Pkm.) dialect. It is true that, in Prekmurje, the circumflex in
l-participles is not advanced in situations where a jer historically followed, e.g.
Pkm. 'naːbro < PSl. *nȃ-bьralъ, 'naːzvo < *nȃ-zъvalъ, 'naːspo < *nȃ-sъpalъ; however, it turns out that the circumflex is likewise not advanced in situations where
no jer followed, e.g. Pkm. 'doubo < *dȍ-bilъ, 'naːpüu < *nȃ-pilъ. Moreover, as my
survey shows (see Beguš 2012), in most Prekmurje local dialects, all originally
circumflexed prefixed l-participles take initial stress, regardless of whether the
initial syllable was historically followed by a weak jer or not.
To be sure, the latter group could be explained as analogical to the first
group. However, there are further problems with the rule proposed in Vermeer
(1979) and Greenberg (1992, 1993). The majority of the examples offered by these
authors are limited to a single morphological category, i.e. the l-participles of
accentual paradigm c. The only two examples provided from outside this category
are adverbs of manner, e.g. Pkm. 'läiko < PSl. *lь̏gъko. These adverbs, however,
are not really relevant to the discussion: they possess accentual variants,3 which
were probably employed to distinguish between the adverb of manner and the
nominative form of the neuter adjective. This variation can be seen within the
Prekmurje dialect itself, e.g. Pkm. 'leipo and li'pou for PSl. *lě̑ po.4
In the rest of this paper, I will present data from both Prekmurje and Bednja
that cause further difficulties for Greenberg’s and Vermeer’s assumptions. For
Prekmurje, I draw data from Zorko (1991, 1992, 2009), Greenberg (1992, 1993,
1994, 1999), Rajnar (1998), Raščan (2008), Ficko (2002), Ivanšek (2009), Mulaosmanović (2001), Lukač (1997), Mukics (2006), Huber (2003), Kolarič (1956) and
Pavel’s A vashidegkúti szlovén nyelvjárás hangtana (from the translation in Jakop
1998); for Bednja, I rely on Jedvaj (1956) and Vermeer (1979). Although trisyllabic
words with a weak jer in the second syllable and original circumflex accentuation

2 In this and subsequent examples, I follow the transcription conventions of the original cited
works.
3 Such variants (*brı̋dъko, *kórtъko) are widespread in the dialects and in the standard language.
4 Moreover, we would not expect the weak jers to be preserved so late in any dialect, although of
course this expectation is not in and of itself a definitive reason to reject the proposals above.
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are rare, I will provide ample evidence to illustrate that Vermeer’s and Greenberg’s assumptions cannot be maintained in their original forms. I conclude the
paper by proposing a new explanation that, in my opinion, better captures the
data.

2 The Data
2.1 Words with Advancement in Prekmurje
There are (at least) two words in the Prekmurje dialect with the Proto-Slavic
structure *V̑ -ъ/ь-V that have not yet been discussed in the literature:5 PSl. *sь̑ rdьce
and PSl. *ĺȗdьje. All examples of these two words in the Prekmurje dialect show
circumflex advancement and concomitant final-syllable stress, e.g. Polana sər'cie
(Greenberg 1993: 471), Cankova sr ̥'ceː (Greenberg 1993: 474), Martinje sər'cɛi
(Greenberg 1993: 477), sr ̥'cẹː (Rajnar 1998: 23), Gornji Senik sar'cẹː (Mukics 2006:
12), Haloze sr ̥'ceː (Zorko 1991)6; Martinje li'd’ːεi (Greenberg 1993: 485), Turnišče,
Lipovci lid'jẹː (Raščan 2008: 18; Ficko 2002: 11), Gornji Senik li ̥d'gẹː (Mukics 2006:
12), Haloze lid'jeː (Zorko 1991: 56).7 The behavior of these two lexical items
provides two clear examples of circumflex advancement in a circumstance where
Greenberg’s assumption predicts non-advancement. Moreover, it is unclear how
these two accentuations could be explained analogically. We can therefore conclude that the sole presence of a weak jer in the second syllable is not a sufficient
impetus for non-advancement of the circumflex in Prekmurje.
It is possible, of course, to argue that circumflex advancement in *sь̑ rdьce
and *ĺȗdьje is a result of sound change. Two related facts would support such an
analysis: first, both these examples end in an open syllable, whereas the lparticiples always end in a closed syllable unless another syllable follows;
second, in Bednja, the circumflex only advances to closed syllables. One could
thus argue that circumflex advancement in Prekmurje, as in Bednja, was initially
limited to closed syllables, and that this original limitation coincided with the

5 Kapović (forthcoming, 204) briefly discusses *ĺȗdьje.
6 Novak (2006: 695) reports an alternative form in which stress occurs on the first syllable, but I
cannot find an example that confirms this claim. At least, the accent is never marked on the first
syllable, whereas it is often marked on the final syllable; this pattern is apparent from the earliest
attestations on, e.g. Cor Srczé from the Mikloš Küzmič’s Szlovenszki silabikár (1780). Out of nine
attestations of the nominative singular form, only two are unmarked for accent, while the rest
have an acute diacritic (ˊ) on the final syllable.
7 Cf. also Škofic (2011: 308, 322).
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period during which the weak jers were still preserved. In such a situation, the
circumflex would be prevented from advancing to a following jer, due to the
openness of the syllable. Thus, the available structural configurations would be
*V̑ .ə.V(C), *V̑ .V and *V.V̑ C. After the loss of the weak jers, circumflex advancement would spread to open syllables as well, but would cease to operate on
closed syllables, producing the desired *V.V̑ < *V̑ .ə.V in sr ̥'ceː vs. *V̑ .VC < *V̑ .ə.VC
in 'naːbro. Whatever appeal this explanation may hold, however, it must be
rejected on the basis of typology; positing a phase during which the circumflex
ceased operating on closed syllables and instead applied only to open syllables
would be very unusual.
A second difficulty with this analysis arises from examples of trisyllabic
words (outside the l-participles) that exhibit an original circumflex followed by a
weak jer and stress on the final, closed syllable. Consider, for instance, Središče
dužnọ́ st (Greenberg 1994: 99) for PSl. *dъ̑ lžьnostъ and Radomerščak e'nọːk (Zorko
1992: 472), Cankova εd'nouk (Greenberg 1993: 473) for PSl. *ȅdьnokъ. Both
examples are somewhat problematic: the specific semantics of the first example
make it possible that its accentuation was borrowed from the standard language;
as for the latter example, it is not completely clear how the Proto-Slavic word
itself was accented. It seems likely, however, that it bore an initial circumflex.
The presence of a long stressed vowel, in particular, speaks strongly in favor of
reconstruction with the circumflex, and consequently against the non-advancement rule.
Circumflex advancement despite a following weak jer can be observed even
within some participles, although the examples are problematic. Consider for
example Radomerščak op'ro̭ːni (Zorko 1992: 470) for PSl. *ȍ-pьrani, which argues
against the non-advancement rule. However, it is possible that the accentuation
here is secondary, with an old acute or a neo-acute accent (Šekli 2005: 54).
Likewise, at least one l-participle in Cankova shows advancement despite a
following weak jer: Cankova od'gouvoro for PSl. *ȍtъ-govorilъ.8 There is even an lparticiple in Radomerščak with a 'poubro-type structure that shows advancement
in the context of a weak jer: od'pr ̥ja for PSl. *ȍtъ-pьrlъ.
There are, to be sure, some examples that seem to conform to Greenberg’s
assumption, but they are most likely analogical. For instance, Središče has

8 Note that the jer in the preposition *otъ- was retained late enough to yield the regular reflex in
strong position throughout the Prekmurje dialect, e.g. Cankova o'dẹːgno (Zorko 2009: 275),
Pertoča 'ọːdägnåli ̥ (Huber 2003: 23) for PSl. *otъgъna̋ lъ, *otъgъna̋ li, Središče podäžgȁti (Greenberg
1999: 158) for PSl. *podъžьga̋ ti.
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odkot (Greenberg 1992: 84)9 and Dolinsko has 'ọtket for PSl. *ȍtъ-kǫdě.10 Note,
however, that in Radomerščak we have ọt'kọt, ọt'cọt and in Ravensko ot'keːic. The
short vowel in Dolinsko indicates that accentuation here is analogical.11 There is,
to my knowledge, only one additional example in which the circumflex appears
not to advance: Dolinsko 'nẹgdẹ, Radomerščak 'nẹgi, 'nigi (Zorko 1992: 472) for PSl.
*nȅ/ȋ-kъde. Note, however, that the initial stress here is probably analogical to
other indefinite/negative pronouns, e.g. Radomerščak 'negda, 'nekan, Selo 'nikdå
(Rajnar 1998: 71), Haloze 'nikan, 'nikdar (Zorko 1991: 65), Martinje 'nigdar (Rajnar
1998: 71) for PSl. *ni-kъdá-že. Again, the presence of the initial short syllable in
Dolinsko speaks in favor of the assumption that the adverb has analogical accentuation. Non-advancement is also attested in Števan Sijarto’s Sztarisinsztvo i zvacsinsztvo from 1807 – du'snoʃzt (Novak 2006: 74) – but the word is likely a borrowing (cf. the advanced version from Središče above).
To sum up, the new data from Prekmurje presented above shows the regular
advancement of the circumflex despite the presence of a subsequent weak jer,
which speaks against the “non-advancement rule”. The most straightforward
examples are sr ̥'ceː and lid'jẹː: however, also examples with the closed final
syllable (like εd'nouk) point in the same direction. The few examples that seem to
conform to the rule are most likely analogical, as is indicated by unexpected short
vowels. The explanation with sound change is also untenable for typological
reasons. Let us now turn to the data from Bednja dialect.

2.2 Words with Advancement in Bednja
In Bednja, only words that show the circumflex followed by a weak jer and a closed
syllable are relevant to the proposed rule; in words with a final open syllable,
advancement never occurs, even if no jer follows. I have found one example in
which advancement has occurred despite the weak jer: jednȃoke, probably for PSl.
*ȅdьnako. Although it is not entirely clear how the original word was accented, the
long falling tone on the second syllable in Bednja strongly suggests that it had a
circumflex on the first syllable. On the other hand, the initial accent in ȅtkud for

9 The situation in Središce is problematic for establishing the circumflex advancement rules. The
political structure of the village changed significantly in 1681–82 because of the plague, and
reports say that the majority of houses were emptied until the new migration to the area from
Medjimurje, Hrvaško, and Mursko polje (Kolarič 1956: 163).
10 Thanks to Mojca Horvat for providing the forms for me from Dolinsko and Ravensko.
11 In the l-participles where it is assumed that no advancement occurs, the syllable is long even
in examples with the original short vowel, e.g. 'poubro for PSl. *pȍ-bьralъ.
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PSl. *ȍtъ-kǫdě speaks in favor of the non-advancement rule. However, even if we
take ȅtkud as evidence for non-advancement, we should expect it to be long, not
short, according to Vermeer’s assumption.12 Note also that prefixed adverbs often
show irregular accentuation (e.g. Bed. nȉkok for PSl. *nȋ-kako), and ȅtkud could
easily be explained along these lines.13
It is also important to note that analogical accentuations are not rare in either
the nominal or the verbal system. Thus, we have pyemeč14 for PSl. *pȍmoťь
(analogical to *na pȏmoć), gyever for PSl. *gȍvorъ and another thirteen examples
in Vermeer (1979). Moreover, analogical accentuation is found throughout the
verbal system. Prefixed verbs may be accented by analogy with the non-prefixed
ones and vice versa: degevyerili, eslebyedili (PSl. *dȍ-govorili, *ȍ-svobodili), roščemȃril, blogeslyevil for the first group, and plȃotil (analogical to *na-plȃtil),15
mȇyd’il, mȇyd’ile, hyed’il for PSl. *plȃtilъ, *mȗdilъ, *mȗdilo for the second group.
There are even two examples of analogical accentuation in verbs with the structure prefix-C(C)-suffix-l: Bed. prȃdol and dyebil for PSl. *prȍ-dalъ and *dȍ-bylъ.
Nevertheless, the data from Bednja conform to Vermeer’s assumption much
better than the data from Prekmurje do, at least for l-participles with the structure
prefix-C(C)-suffix-l. With the exception of the two examples above, the rule rightly
predicts nȃobrol, zȃobrol, zȃozvol, vȇyžgol, vȇyžgole, nȃovčil, prȇičil for PSl. *nȃbьralъ, *sъ̏-bьralъ, *sъ̏-zъvalъ, *vъ̏-žьgalъ, *vъ̏ -žьgalo, *nȃ-učilъ, *prȋ-učilъ vs.
rozdȇr, pedȇr, zopȇr, pečȃl, pečȃli, zočȃl for PSl. *ȏrz-dьrlъ, *pȍ-dьrlъ, *zȃ-pьrlъ,
*pȍ-čęlъ, *pȍ-čęli, *zȃ-čęlъ (Vermeer 1979: 368–369). The same distribution is
found in supines as well, e.g. vȇyžgot vs. syšȇit (Vermeer 1979: 368–369) for PSl.
*vъ̏-žьgatъ and *sȗšitъ.

2.3 Length in Bednja
There is another fact about Bednja that speaks strongly against the non-advancement rule: the uncharacteristic length of the stressed syllable. We know that the
circumflex shortened in trisyllabic words prior to the loss of the weak jers after the

12 The adverb has also a variant etkũd (Jedvaj 1956: 319).
13 Bednja shows other words where the circumflex does not advance despite a subsequent
closed syllable, but Vermeer (1979: 369–372) explains these as borrowings from Kajkavian:
vȕgljen, ȅleve, mlȍdest, v mlȍdesti, zȍpeved, vrȅmeno, dȁvat, dȁsat, jȁzere.
14 Since Jedvaj (1956) does not mark the circumflex on y, for the purpose of this data set,
whenever an accented word does not have any accentual marks, it should be assumed that there
is a circumflex on y.
15 There is also a regular variant plotȇil.
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Proto Slavic period (cf. Kapović 2005); we also know that the circumflex does not
lengthen in Bednja unless it advances, e.g. kȅle for PSl. *kȍlo. We should therefore
expect the circumflex to be short (**nȁbrol, **vy̏žgol) instead of long (nȃobrol,
vȇyžgol) for PSl. *nȁ-bьralъ < *nȃ-bьralъ, *vъ̏-žьgalъ.
Vermeer (1979: 372) accounts for this discrepancy by proposing that a process
of compensatory lengthening accompanied the loss of the jers. He gives the
example nyefet for PSl. *nȍgъtь, and claims that the resulting neo-circumflex is
analogically transferred from the ‘unattested’ oblique cases. However, even if we
set aside the inherent difficulties with this explanation,16 there are at least three
examples that contradict Vermeer’s account. The first of these examples shows
clearly that the loss of the jers cannot have caused the lengthening: sȅrce for PSl.
*sь̏rdьce < *sь̑ rdьce.17 The other two examples are more problematic, but could
nevertheless be taken as counterevidence: Bed. lȁi ̯hke (if it goes back to the
circumflex in the first syllable of PSl. *lь̏gъko) and Bed. pȅkle (if it goes back to
PSl. *pȍ-tь-lě). Likewise, a following long vowel cannot have caused lengthening,
e.g. dȅmo for PSl. *dȍma.

3 A New Proposal
The discussion above illustrates that it is untenable to maintain the assumption
that the circumflex in Prekmurje fails to advance in the presence of a following jer
in weak position, precisely because of the examples such as sr ̥'cẹː, lid'jẹː, e'nọːk,
op'ro̭ːni, od'gouvoro. Moreover, even if we try to capture the data by sound
change, we arrive at a situation in which the circumflex advances to open
syllables and not (anymore) to closed ones (see 2.1), which is very unlikely. I have
also provided evidence that the sole presence of the weak jers is not the reason for
non-advancement in Bednja either, although the counterexamples to this hypothesis are less numerous: jednȃoke is the most compelling instance. Moreover,
almost all the examples of non-advancement provided by Vermeer and Greenberg

16 The accentuation here would have to be derived by analogy from the ‘unattested’ genitive
singular (or other oblique) form **nyefto for PSl. *nȍgъti. This is, in my opinion, a very weak idea;
furthermore, given the fact that the examples above show no lengthening and the fact that Bednja
has numerous examples of unexpected accentuation that are analogical to examples initially
preceded by a preposition (e.g. nȃbe for PSl. *nȅbo and fourteen others), it is straightforward to
explain nyefet as part of this latter group. Also, the neo-circumflex usually arises from the old
acute and not from the old circumflex.
17 Note that in disyllabic words where the circumflex does not get shortened, the sequence jer + r
remains long as expected, e.g. gȇrde, dȇrle.
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are l-participles; this fact suggests that the data are likely the result of some
process of analogy. The fact that, in Bednja, the l-participles show an unexpected
length indicates that the circumflex in this case is already advanced (most likely
from some preceding particle). Finally, analogical accentuations, where the accent is transferred from forms with prepositions to other forms, are frequent in
both Prekmurje and Bednja (e.g. pyemeč for PSl. *pȍmoťь, analogical to *na
pȏmoć, and at least sixteen other examples in Bednja, cf. Vermeer 1979: 371–2).
On the other hand, any new proposal will have to account for the fact that, in
Bednja, we find the following distribution: nȃobrol, zȃobrol, zȃozvol, vȇyžgol,
vȇyžgole, nȃovčil, prȇičil vs. rozdȇr, pedȇr, zopȇr, pečȃl, pečȃli, zočȃl and vȇyžgot
vs. syšȇit.18 In the final section of this paper, I provide a new account for the data
presented above.
We know that the circumflex advances only to closed syllables in the final
position in Bednja (regardless of the vowel quantity),19 e.g. kȅle for PSl. *kȍlo vs.
gelȏub for PSl. *gȍlǫbь. We can assume that at the earliest stage of circumflex
advancement, the circumflex in both Prekmurje and Bednja advanced only to
closed syllables, both word-finally and word-internally. This is quite a likely
assumption, as we know from typology that closed syllables tend to attract stress
earlier than open syllables; in fact, this is very similar to the system that is
preserved in Bednja even today. We can also assume that by the time of early

18 It may seem to the reader that such a distribution must be a result of sound change. However,
at least one dialect description provides a distribution that seems to indicate precisely the
opposite shift. Thus, we find the circumflex advanced only in l-participles with a weak jer,
whereas it does not advance in contexts where no jer follows. This set of examples comes from the
transcription of a recording of Ms. Terezija Prkič (born 1932) from Bakovci, reported in Ivanšek
(2009: 43–104): zb'rȧːli ̥, zap'rȧːli ̥, pȯb'rȧːu̯, pȯz'vȧːli ̥, nab'rȧːli ̥, pȯb'rȧːli ̥, nab'rȧːli ̥, zap'rȧːli ̥ (three
times), pȯz'vȧːli ̥, pȯb'rȧːli ̥ (three times) vs. 'dȯːu̯bȯ, 'dȯːu̯bili ̥ (twice), 'dȯːu̯bilä, 'naːpili ̥, 'dȯːu̯bili ̥,
'ȯːu̯dåli ̥. Occasionally, we find advancement in the latter group (e.g., dȯ'biːli ̥, which is probably
influenced by the interviewer, and always with verbs of the structure *-Cьrlъ: ȯ'dr ̥li ̥, ȯ'drȯːu̯
(twice), za'pr ̥lȯ), but the pattern here is clearly the opposite of the situation identified in Bednja.
Of course, it is possible that this dialect situation has arisen secondarily – but it also opens up the
possibility that it is the Bednjan pattern that is secondary. Moreover, we could assume influence
from the standard or neighboring dialects, but there is evidence against this. First, it would be
strange for the standard language to influence only the first group (pȯb'rȧːu̯), but not the second
('naːpili ̥). Moreover, Bakovci zap'rȧːli ̥ in the meaning ‘wash’ does not correspond to the standard
oprȃli. Other descriptions from Bakovci include examples both with the advanced circumflex
preceding a weak jer (zås'påo for PSl. *zȃ-sъpalъ) and without it ('poːu̯zvåli in Mulaosmanović
2001).
19 In word-internal position, advancement to both closed and open syllables occurs. For a
thorough treatment of the circumflex and a proposal that the circumflex advances only from short
syllables, see Kapović (forthcoming: 194 ff.).
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advancement to closed syllables, the weak jers were already lost; again, this
assumption is quite probable (see the argumentation in section 1).
Now, we have to take into consideration an important feature of the Bednja
and Prekmurje verbal system – the negation. Both the Prekmurje and Bednja
dialects have developed a special kind of negation (the so-called “Pannonian
negation”)20 in the past tense, which gives the structure AUX + *ne + l-participle.
Note that the auxiliary verb ‘to be’ and the negative particle *ne do not form a
single word in this structure, and that the particle immediately precedes the
participle. In Prekmurje, such negation applies to conditionals as well. Thus, we
have Selo sån 'nei ̯ 'pii ̯tọ ‘I have not asked’ (Rajnar 1998: 83), Martinje kå bị vån 'råt
'nei ̯ 'pråvọ ‘that I would not like to tell you’ (ib.), Bed. jȍ sym go ȉzde nĩe vȋel ‘I have
not seen him yet’ (Jedvaj 1956: 322).21 This type of negation is not a recent
phenomenon; it is attested as early as 1771, in the foreword to the Nouvi zákon:22
kíbi […] obrnouti nemogao ‘who would not be able to turn’.
Thus we can conclude that the circumflexed l-participles often had double
accentuation that varied according to whether the sentence was positive or
negative, e.g. PSl. *pȍbьralъ and *nȅ pobьralъ. If we assume that the circumflex
first advanced to closed syllables only (as is very nearly the case in today’s
Bednja) we would get the following distribution:
PSl.

pre-Prekm.

*zȃčęlъ

*začę̑l

*pȍbьralъ

*pobrȃl

*nȅ začęlъ

*nȅ za.čęl

*nȅ pobьralъ

*ne pȏb.ral

Thus, we get the frequent variants *pobrȃl and *pȏbral within the system, but
*začę̑l and *začęl (in the latter type the circumflex did not advance from the clitic
because of the openness of the syllable). Just like numerous other examples from
Prekmurje and Bednja, the initially stressed variant from the first group was later
generalized, whereas in the latter group such generalization could not occur
because the l-participle was not stressed at all when preceded by *ne. It is also
fairly easy to see why the pȏbral-type was more regularly generalized than other
20 Thanks to Matej Šekli for reminding me of this type of negation.
21 Note that the negation particle then became secondarily stressed.
22 The author of the foreword is Jožef Torkoš. I would like to thank Janik Ježovnik for analyzing
the verbal system in the foreword and letting me know about this form.
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sporadic analogical accentuations: the generalization could be reinforced by
analogy to all other l-participles with the structure prefix-C(C)-suffix-l (with old
acute accent on the suffix) that later also show retraction in Prekmurje (and, to
some extent, in Bednja), e.g. m'löu̯ vs. 'sεmlo. Thus, we have a model for analogy:
m'löu̯ : 'sεmlo = b'raːu̯ : x, x = 'zeːbro (examples from Rajnar 1998: 60).23
Another important source for analogy could be the numerous examples in
Prekmurje and Bednja with double prefixes, e.g. Radomerščak z'nọːpili for PSl.
*sь̏-na-pili. Note that the frequency of the double-prefixed verbs in Prekmurje
appears to be much higher than in other Slovenian dialects. There are many
verbs, especially those prefixed by s-po-, that do not exist in other dialects, but
are attested in Prekmurje from the earliest written sources onwards (cf. Novak
2006). Moreover, we have pairs such as pobrati, spobrati or poznati, spoznati from
the earliest attestations in Küzmič’s Nouvi zákon 1771: poberi vs. ʃzpoberéjo or
poznao vs. ʃzpoznao (445, 679, 518, 686).
Words outside the system of l-participles followed the regular rule of advancement to closed syllables, which yielded *ednȏk < PSl. *ȅdьnokъ.
The only step that we need to further assume is the spread of the circumflex
advancement to word-internal open syllables in Bednja, on the one hand, and
word-internal and word-final open syllables in Prekmurje, on the other hand.
Such a spread is also quite expected from the typological perspective. Thus, we
have regularly Bed. ekyelu for PSl. *ȍkolo and kȅle for PSl. *kȍlo, but Pkm. sr ̥'cẹː
for PSl. *sь̑ rdьce.
The fact that, in Bednja, the stressed syllable on the prefix of the l-participles
is long rather than short also speaks in favor of my proposal: this length is a direct
result of the fact that the circumflex on this element has already advanced from a
preceding clitic or prefix and is therefore regularly lengthened.

4 Conclusion
The new data presented in this paper show that the initial circumflex in lparticiples is most likely not the consequence of the “non-advancement rule”
proposed by Vermeer (1979) and Greenberg (1992). I have proposed a new explanation that I believe better captures the data. I claim that, pace Vermeer and
Greenberg, the circumflex did advance after the loss of the jers, and that the
23 In Prekmurje, there are numerous other such examples, e.g. g'rẹu̯ vs. 'sägrẹu̯ or 'šou̯ vs. p'rišo.
It is true that in Bednja, the ictus remains on the final syllable, but the preceding vowel gets
lengthened and the length has a falling pitch. This length is thus very similar to the length of the
original circumflex, e.g. yēby̏l for PSl. *ob-bűlъ or nāōpȉt vs. nȃobrol.
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superficially odd accentuation behavior of l-participles is the consequence of
analogy with forms preceded by the particle *ne or forms with double prefixes
such as s-po-. Both these features are characteristic of the two dialects under
review, Prekmurje and Bednja, and may well have caused the rise of very frequent
accentual variants in the systems of l-participles. My proposal thus offers a
straightforward explanation of the examples, in which circumflex advancement
occurs despite the presence of a subsequent weak jer. Moreover, I explain why the
stressed vowel in both Bednja and Prekmurje is long and why this analogical
generalization is more regular than other numerous levelings in the two dialects:
to get this analogy, we have to assume a stage at which the circumflex only
advanced to closed syllables. This assumption is not at all controversial, precisely
because such a system is almost exactly preserved in Bednja today.
Acknowledgement: I would like to thank my advisors, Vera Smole and Matej
Šekli, as well as Jay Jasanoff, Mojca Horvat, Janik Ježovnik, Mate Kapović, Tijmen
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